Anomaly Sign Detection for Automatic Ticket Gates by Histogram Limitation Method
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Abstract

It is crucial for automatic ticket gates (ATGs) on railways, also known as fare collection systems, to detect anomalies at an early stage, especially in the automatic separation module for multiple tickets. It is also required for efficient and low-cost monitoring without any additional sensors especially for old-type ATGs that need to be maintained frequently. However, the failure rate is basically very low, and monitoring data contain various kinds of normal status indicators depending on complicated mechatronics controls. In addition, it is hard to collect high quality learning data because ATGs are affected by various ticket conditions or timing when releasing tickets by users, which makes detecting anomaly signs difficult. For these reasons, conventional machine learning or deep learning methods are not suitable for anomaly detection for ATGs. In this paper, we propose a simple anomaly detection method with new anomaly sign index, called the histogram limitation method (HLM), for effective monitoring to realize preventive maintenance of ATGs based only on system log data. Despite being a quite simple and compact method, HLM provides anomaly sign scores that agree adequately with assessments by maintenance service engineers in our evaluation with real field ATGs in operation.

1. Background

To realize smooth transportation for many people in urban cities with highly developed railway transportation networks, it is very important to maintain and monitor automatic ticket gate (ATG) operation. Nowadays, although ATGs have fewer mechanical parts as e-tickets become more popular, ATGs that use paper tickets must be maintained for at least 10 years into the future as part of the railway infrastructure.

Especially for old-type ATGs, it is required for efficient, low-cost, and compact monitoring function that need to be maintained frequently without any additional sensors because it is necessary to pay additional costs for hardware as low as possible. This means it is hard to utilize rich data for diagnosis like anomaly detection for switchgear in substations (Yamaguchi, 2022) or manufacturing equipment (Maya, 2019).

There are few chances for service engineers (SEs) who maintain ATGs to obtain experience for high-level mechanical maintenance, and it is especially that younger SEs must develop their skills before the experts retire. To mitigate these problems, we propose anomaly detection for predictive maintenance based on Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM). Here, an anomaly sign refers to symptoms in the normal state before an anomaly occurs. Early detection can help prompt early action for preparing for part replacement or summoning SEs for mechanical maintenance to prevent ATGs from defects that would interrupt ATG service for several hours during repairs.

SEs adjust or repair the parts on-site when they are summoned by station attendants in addition to performing scheduled inspections. Although the original ATG failure rate is extremely low (around 1/10,000), the most frequent failure is related to the ticket separation module (Figure 1) located at the front of the ATG, for which the overall failure rate is about 30%.

Figure 1: Separation Module in an Automatic Ticket Gate
It is important to prevent ticket jamming failures beforehand because SEs need time to adjust the gap between rollers to fix jams in the separation module; in some cases, they need to replace rollers and/or belts, making the ATG unavailable. When station attendants cannot resolve a jam, they call for maintenance, which may cause delays for parts procurement and ultimately cause long periods of ATG downtime. However, it is hard to collect high-quality data for conventional machine learning or deep learning to detect slight signs of failure because extremely imbalanced data between normal and abnormal operation may lack failure signs for machine learning or deep learning due to the extremely low failure rate and complicated mechatronic behavior of ATGs even during normal operation.

For these reasons, we propose a simple but very effective histogram limitation method (HLM) that can detect slight failure signs among the various normal modes in ATGs. Until now, research has been reported on failure prediction for ATGs (JRW, 2022), rule-based diagnosis for ATGs (Shimamura, 2019), ATG state path analysis by sequential mining algorithm (Ueno, 2023), circuit board degradation evaluation for ATGs (Oki, 2022), and anomaly detection for ticket selling devices using deep learning (Xie, 2020). However, to the best of our knowledge, no existing anomaly detection method for separation module of ATGs.

In this paper, we introduce our anomaly sign detection HLM for ATGs with new anomaly sign index, in terms of practical anomaly detection system development for infrastructure in urban cities. We describe the basic mechanism of the separation module for ATG in Sec. 2. Next, we discuss our proposed anomaly sign detection HLM in Sec. 3. The evaluation results are reported in Sec. 4, and finally, we summarize our research and identify future work.

2. SEPARATION MODULE

ATGs can automatically separate multiple tickets by feed and reverse rollers at very high speed once these tickets reach the beginning of the separation module. First, the feed roller and reverse roller rotate in the same direction. When thickness sensors detect multiple tickets, the reverse roller rotates in the opposite directions to send back only the upper ticket. The feed roller then sends only the lower ticket farther, and after that, sends multiple tickets down the line once they are aligned in a horizontal line. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.

During maintenance, SEs adjust the gap between the reverse and feed rollers. If the gap is not appropriate, the ATG cannot separate multiple tickets correctly. Some of the ATGs have an automatic gap adjustment mechanism, but the roller may even become enlarged or worn down unevenly due to fluids like water and oil. In that case, even ATGs with automatic gap adjustment need new rollers. In other cases, when the friction between tickets is high, the separation module takes more time to separate them than normal. Furthermore, ATGs take time to separate tickets by sending tickets away from the separation module and retrying the separation when it cannot separate tickets for some reason.

Figure 2: Ticket Processing by the Separation Module
3. HISTOGRAM LIMITATION METHOD

3.1. Basic Concept (HLM ver. 1)

Our preliminary research revealed that slight anomaly signs tend to appear in the tail of a histogram for passing time during separation (i.e., the time needed for a ticket to pass through the separator), that can be calculated by using only system log data. Based on this observation, it seems easy to detect anomaly signs by monitoring the histogram tail. However, the shape of the histogram is also affected by ticket defects such as those caused by bending, folding, and being wet or oily, which make it difficult to decide which area of the histogram should be focused on.

For these reasons, we propose HLM ver. 1 as a first concept that enables us to calculate the rate of the anomaly score after maintenance by automatically selecting the anomaly sign area (Figure 3) that makes the passing time fastest compared with the one before maintenance in the modeling step. The score can be calculated by the ratio of calculated anomaly sign area (red area in Figure 4) to all area (blue and red areas in Figure 4) in the detection step as follows. Here we define set $S_1$ and set $S_2$ as defined in (1) and (2). Then calculate the anomaly sign score, $\text{anoscore}$, as shown in (3). Note that calculated anomaly sign area exists from $T_1$ to $T_2$. $U$ refers to upper bound for HLM, and $|\cdot|$ refers to the number of elements in the set.

$$S_1 = \{i \mid 0 \leq t_i \leq U\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$S_2 = \{j \mid T_1 \leq t_j \leq T_2\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\text{ anoscore } = \frac{n_2}{n_1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The best combination of $L$ as in (4) consisting of $T_1$ and $T_2$ can be calculated as follows. Firstly, we choose samples of passing time corresponding to $T_1$ and $T_2$ for a week before maintenance and define as $S_{1w}^T$, $S_{2w}^T$. Then, we choose the samples of these corresponding to $T_1$ and $T_2$ for a week after maintenance and define $S_{1w}^T$, $S_{2w}^T$. Here we search the best combination of $L$ consisting of $T_1$ and $T_2$ that maximize the discrepancy $d(L)$ defined as eq (5) and calculate $L_{best}$, the best combination of $L$, by selecting $L$ among all candidate combination of $T_1$ and $T_2$ based on the maximum as in (6). Note that $S$ means sample mean of $S$ and $\sigma$ means standard deviation.

$$L = (T_1, T_2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$d(L) = \frac{S_{1w}^T - S_{2w}^T}{\sigma_{w} - \sigma_{w}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$L_{best} = \arg \max_{d} d(L)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

As a result of evaluation, we found that that the $\text{anoscore}$ can partially detect anomaly signs correctly before maintenance. However, the detection results tend to be unstable a short time (i.e., days) before maintenance, and therefore the SE assessments generally do not agree with the calculated scores. This may be because the method often selects a narrow area, especially when the anomaly sign occurs outside the calculated anomaly sign area, which results in false negatives and is affected by outliers, as shown in Figure 4.
3.2. HLM Ver. 2

To improve the stability of the anomaly score, we created HLM ver. 2, which can calculate a stable score by focusing on an area wider than that of ver. 1, including normal and abnormal sign areas on a cumulative histogram (Figure 5). HLM ver. 2 also excludes outlier values caused by complicated ATG mechatronic controls and variations of ticket insert timing and position.

Here, we define set $S_1$ and set $S_2$ as defined in (7) and (8). Then calculate the $anoscore$ as shown in (9). Note that $\lvert | \rvert$ refers to the number of elements in each set.

$$S_1 = \{ i | A \leq t_i \leq U \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)
$$S_2 = \{ j | B \leq t_j \leq U \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$anoscore = \frac{|S_2|}{|S_1|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

In this example, we set the denominator as the frequency between lower value $A$ (35 msec) and $U$ (100 msec), and the numerator as the frequency between lower value $B$ (41 msec) and $U$ (100 msec) based on the observation that the focus area shows slightly different abnormal periods from a normal period in the cumulative histogram, and then calculate the fraction as the $anoscore$.

The process flow of HLM ver. 2 consists of the model construction step (Figure 7) and anomaly sign detection step (Figure 8). In the model construction step, for example, the system calculates $A$ and $B$ based on the data for the set of passing time in the separation module containing a normal and abnormal period, before maintenance for about 2 months. Then the system memorizes the parameters $A$, $B$, and $U$, and the anomaly sign judgement threshold $TH$, which is set by the system user currently based on our experience. In the detection step, the system calculates the frequencies $|S_1|$ and $|S_2|$ by using $A$, $B$, and $U$. By calculating the fraction described above, the $anoscore$ and judgement results on each day can be calculated and visualized on the web page for HLM ver. 2.

Figure 5: Anomaly Sign Calculation by the Proposed Method (HLM ver. 2) in the Model Construction Step

Specifically, first we set the lower percentile as 10% to remove outliers and set the lower percentile as 100%, and then calculated the lower values $A$ and $B$. In this illustrative example, we set the upper value $U$ as 90% (100 msec). In the detection step, we focus on the frequency between $A$ and $B$. Figure 6 shows an illustrative example to show the difference in the focus area of cumulative histograms between a normal period (approx. 2 months after maintenance) and anomaly period (approx. 2 months before maintenance) for the same ATG. It is clear that the cumulative histogram of normal period is steeper than that of abnormal period. Based on the observation, we revised HLM as described below.

Figure 6: Anomaly Sign Calculation by the Proposed Method (HLM ver. 2) in the Detection Step
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<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</table>
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<table>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculate abnormal sign area</td>
</tr>
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</table>

4. EVALUATION

We evaluated the HLM performance with the datasets on five real ATGs in operation at train stations. As a result of HLM ver. 1, the first proposed method detected about 3 weeks before the maintenance day as an earliest warning case (Figure 9). However, the judged anomaly signs are localized immediately before maintenance.

As a result of HLM ver.2, Figure 10 shows that the improved method can successfully detect four anomaly signs, and the earliest warning was recognized about 5 weeks before the maintenance day for one of the real ATGs. Furthermore, we confirmed that these results matched the SEs’ evaluation of the field ATG that is getting worse before maintenance.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, for a practical anomaly detection system development for infrastructure in urban cities, we proposed our anomaly sign detection HLM for ATGs and its performance with five real ATGs. Especially, HLM ver. 2 detected anomalies 5 weeks before the maintenance day, and furthermore, SEs agreed with the results. Despite it is quite simple and compact approach, the HLM successfully detected anomaly signs for real ATGs in operation. To grasp anomaly signs (anomaly symptoms during normal operation), SEs can perform predictive maintenance to avoid breakdowns. We are now applying the HLM for real ATG monitoring at several sites. In the future, we plan to apply the method to other infrastructure facilities in urban cities and increase the number of ATG monitoring sites for effective and preventive maintenance.
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